Life on the water can be extremely difficult. Salt spray, relentless sun and waterborne minerals all take their toll on your vessel’s
appearance. Regular maintenance with quality Mothers® marine care products is an essential part of keeping your vessel looking like new.

Cleaner Wax

Wash’n Wax

PowerBall Mini®

Black Streak Remover Vinyl & Rubber Care
#078175-91624, 24 oz.
Formulated to quickly and
easily remove those unsightly
black streaks from gelcoats,
fiberglass or metal. “Just spray,
wipe and rinse!”

#078175-91424, 24 oz.
The fast, easy way to rejuvenate
the look of your vinyl and rubber –
in one simple step. This unique
pH balanced formula safely deep
cleans and conditions, leaving
your marine surfaces supple and
natural looking, without a
greasy residue.

Synthetic Wax

PowerBall®

PowerPlastic®

PowerMetal®

Spray Wax

#078175-91516, 16 oz.
A simple-to-use, all-in-one 
#1 Brazilian carnauba wax.
Mothers® Cleaner Wax removes
light oxidation, haze and scuffs,
while providing long-lasting
protection and enhanced gloss
to gelcoats and fiberglass.
Helps protect against ultraviolet
rays and environmental
contaminants.

#078175-91556, 16 oz.
A super-tough, one-step
synthetic polymer wax, custom
engineered for modern gelcoats.
Our easy-to-use, high-tech
formula creates a long lasting
protective barrier against harmful
environmental contaminants and
UV rays. Removes light
oxidation and leaves behind an
unparalleled deep gloss shine.

#078175-91532, 32 oz.
A concentrated, low-sudsing,
environmentally friendly wash and
wax, for boat and RV surfaces.
Specifically formulated to quickly
and easily remove dirt, salt spray,
grime and scum while adding
protection to all finishes.

#078175-91040, Polishing Tool
Revitalizes almost any marine
surface, including stainless steel,
brass, plastic and clear vinyl in
seconds. The unique and durable
construction compresses to fit
tight spaces. Simply attach to any
variable-speed drill and apply the
appropriate Mothers® product.

#078175-91041, Polishing Tool
with 10" Extension
This revolutionary tool takes your
intricate, tedious polishing jobs
and makes them easy. It features
a 10” extension and integrated
sleeve that allows for unparalleled
control with added reach and
pinpoint accuracy.

#078175-91058, 8 oz.
Easily cleans and shines a wide
variety of hard or flexible plastics
and clear vinyls. Removes light
scratches, oxidation, haze, and
stains, leaving a long-lasting
protective barrier against UV
rays, water spotting, and more.
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#078175-91048, 8 oz.
Restores and protects polishable
metals, including stainless steel,
brass, bronze and aluminum.
Polishes to a like-new shine by
removing tarnish, light surface
rust, mild oxidation and
corrosion, providing protection
and a lasting brilliant shine.

#078175-91824, 24 oz.
Formulated for quick and easy
touch-ups, our Spray Wax
removes light water spots, dirt,
dust and grime. It restores depth
and luster to gelcoats, fiberglass,
and most marine finishes. Used
on a wet or dry surface, Mothers®
Spray Wax adds shine and
protection, even while on the go.
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